Acceleration Response Characteristics of Body-conducted Sound Sensors; Comparison with Several Acceleration Sensors
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Extended Abstract

Lung sounds may be used for applications such as diagnosis [1] and biological information monitoring [2]. We focused on body-conducted sound sensors (BCS) [3] as sensors for lung sound detection. BCS were developed to detect non-audible murmurs (NAM) [4]. These devices can be used as bioacoustic sensors with high sensitivity and resistance to external noise. This study investigated the acceleration sensitivity of BCS of various shapes and masses using surface-free acceleration based on the hypothesis that such sensors should exhibit similar characteristics to the acceleration sensors of comparable structures.

Frequency characteristics were measured by simulation using the equivalent-circuit model. We produced systems for measuring the sensitivity of the systems and assessed the validity of the sensitivity measurements and responses to simulation. We compared BCS, which were characterized by a mass of 1.50 g and a contact area of 314 mm\(^2\), with accelerometers of various types, including BK: Type 8001, with a sensitivity of 1 V/m/s\(^2\), mass of 30.89 g, and contact area of 176.6 mm\(^2\) and Primo: S15S5C, with a sensitivity of 0.005 V/m/s\(^2\), mass of 0.28 g, and contact area of 26.4 mm\(^2\). Each sensor was compared with the accelerometers using a sensitivity measurement system [5]. Evaluation was performed using a lung sound simulator. The simulator was constructed using parameters derived from published research [6]. A headphone was implemented inside the simulator and used the simulator as a sound source. An air chamber was installed and used to observe the reference sound source. A urethane elastomer simulating a body was placed in the chamber, and sensors were placed on it. The simulator was first tested with white noise and then evaluated by educational lung sounds. The lung sounds included normal trachea sounds and the polyphonic wheezes found in bronchial asthma.

The simulation results showed that sensitivity increases when a BCS has a small mass and a large contact area. Further, we produced systems for sensitivity measurement and assessed the validity of the sensitivity measurement and the simulation. The root-mean-square error of the result was 1.37–3.59 dB in a range of 100–2,000 Hz. However, in the 100–600 Hz range, peaks that were not reproduced by the simulation appeared in the measured values. Comparison of the results from each acceleration sensor showed that BCS had stable sensitivity due to an increase in frequency. The type 8001 exhibited decreasing sensitivity with increasing frequency. S15S5C exhibited stable sensitivity above 600 Hz. Peak sensitivity was observed in each sensor at frequencies under 600 Hz. White noise was similar to the frequency characteristics according to the sensitivity evaluation system in observations using the pulmonary sound simulator. BCS showed high sensitivity at high frequencies, Type 8001 was highly sensitive in the low range, but in the high range the sensitivity decreased. The sensitivity of S15S5C on a whole was low. In the observation of lung sounds, normal tracheal sounds were observed over a wider band by the BCS, and wheezes in the high region were clearly confirmed.

We conclude that BCS have characteristics similar to those of acceleration sensors and that their frequency characteristics can be estimated by simulation in the 700–2000 Hz range. Additionally, high, stable sensitivity was obtained in the range of 600–2000 Hz. Through comparison with various acceleration sensors, we found that BCS is suitable for the measurement of bioacoustic sounds.
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